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SYNOPSIS 

Logline 
Perfection is an Independent feature 
film that explores the secret world of 
self injury with humor, healing and 
hope.       Robyn Peterson as Sally 
 

Short 
Perfection is an unlikely love story about a woman Kristabelle, who is living with her self 
obsessed mother, Sally (Robyn Peterson) and cuts herself to feel some sort of connection. Things 
fall apart when she finally cuts too deep, their small world cracks open and from that Kristabelle 
starts to heal from her past and allows Simon ( David Melville) a British stand up comic see 
beyond her scars and into her heart. 

 
Long 
Deep in the heart of the San Fernando Valley two women KRISTABELLE and her 
beautiful, aging mother, SALLY are coming to terms with their complicated relationship 
and battling demons that started decades before. 

Kristabelle, a woman in her thirties still lives at home. Over the years Kristabelle has 
become the handmaid, sounding board and quiet companion for her overbearing 
mother Sally who refuses to accept the fact that she never became a famous Starlet. Sally 
fancies herself a young, misunderstood sex kitten who rails against getting old and 
against the many men who have ruined her life, mainly Kristabelle’s father TONY. 

Cramped in a small apartment in the Valley, Kristabelle lives in the shadow of her 
mother and is terrified of men and of moving out on her own. 

While her mother goes from plastic surgeon to plastic surgeon in search of external 
perfection, Kristabelle engages in the rarely talked about but prevalent behavior of self-
injury. To dull the pain of her existence and escape the suffocation of her life, Kristabelle 
finds relief by cutting herself. 
 

PERFECTION (2012) 
Running Time 85 minutes 

Language English 
Genre Drama, Comedy 

Format HD Cam 
Aspect Ratio 16:9 

Sound Dolby Digital 5.1 
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CAST and CREW 
KRISTABELLE …………………………………………………..Christina Beck 
SALLY………………………………………………………………..Robyn Peterson 
SIMON………………………………………………………….......David Melville 
TOMMY……………………………………………………………. Jackson Davis 
BOBBIE………………………………………………………………Jamela Biggs 
HARRY……………………………………………………………….Jeff Kober 
CHARLIE……………………………………………………………Michael Piccirilli 
TONY………………………………………………………………….Frank Cherry 
YOUNG TONY……………………………………………………. KC Marsh 
RUTH………………………………………………………………… Carlyle King 
SHERI……………………………………………………………….. Betty Kimble 
SANDI…………………………………………………………………Lisa Gerstein 
AMI……………………………………………………………………..Betsy Burr 
FRED…………………………………………………………………..Jackson Stewart 
PRE SCHOOL DIRECTOR…………………………………….Annette Murphy Ozolins 
PRE SCHOOL TEACHER……………………………………..Mimi Savage 
LIQUOR STORE CLERK………………………………………Rob Poswall 
FEMALE STAND UP…………………………………………….Melinda Hill 
BARTENDER……………………………………………………… Joel Virgil 
CLUB OWNER…………………………………………………….Gill Gayle 
RETIREMENT HOME DJ……………………………………..Tamar Michelle 
BOBBIE’S BROTHER…………………………………………..Tokes 
BOBBIE’S SISTER IN LAW………………………………….Betsy Parker 
DOCTOR……………………………………………………………..David La Chance 
REHAB COUNSELOR…………………………………………..Sean Moloney 

PERFECTION 
Written and directed by CHRISTINA BECK 
Produced by ANNETTE MURPHY 
Executive Producer TATIANA KELLY 
Co Producer ROBERT POSWALL 
Co Producer BETH DEWEY 
Director of Photography ROBERT POSWALL 
Production Designer TAMAR REINGWIRTZ 
Editor KATY SKJERING 
Casting JULIE ESTER CASTING & ALISON SAMEISKY 
Costume Design TAMAR MICHELLE 
Composer MARIKA TJELIOS 
Music Supervisor ADAM WOLF 
Line Producer PAVLINA HATOUPIS 
Associate Producer PEGGY PORTILLO 
Original music by DAVID MELVILLE Composed by DANIEL HEATH 
 
Poster by ALLISON SCHALLERT 
Production Stills by PAUL MOCEY-HANTON, STEPHANIE SEA, GILLES 
GONTRAD 
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FILMMAKERS’ BIOGRAPHIES 
 
Christina Beck 
Director/Writer/Actress 

A Los Angeles native, Christina began her career 
acting in such cult films as Suburbia, Boys next door 
and Dudes all directed by Penelope Spheeris. 

She then went on to New York City and studied at 
Playwright’s Horizons. Forming her own theatre Co. 
POW productions Christina wrote, produced and 
starred in From the Heart premiering at the Samuel 
Beckett Theatre along with several other off, off, 
Broadway plays. 

Christina was accepted into Fox Searchlight’s new 
director’s program, Search lab where she directed, 
wrote and starred in the short film version of her 

feature film script, Slice which screened in the short film corner at Cannes. 

Christina is featured in Media Directions UK, Female Filmmaking Success issue and is also featured in 
Flaunt magazine’s Big Picture column about her feature film debut, PERFECTION. 

Slice the feature screenplay now titled, PERFECTION was one of five contenders for the IFP Best 
screenplay award and the project was a part of the IFP market, selected for the IFP rough cut labs in New 
York and Christina is a winner of The Adrienne Shelly female directing grant. The Oxford film festival 
awarded Christina Best Actor for her lead role in Perfection along with Best Narrative feature. Her next 
feature film, Expecting Grace, a dark romantic comedy shoots in Paris France 2013. 

 

  
Annette Murphy 

Producer/Actress 
Annette Murphy began her career as an actress appearing in such films 
as “Star Maps” & “Chuck and Buck” with director Miguel Arteta and 
Producer Matthew Greenfield. 
 
Additional film credits include“Temptation” by Lyn Vaus of “Next Stop 
Wonderland" and “The Race” starring opposite Paul Rodriguez and CCH 
Pounder. 
 
Having worked with innovative, original writers in theater and film 
Annette began writing and producing. Her first feature script “Mercy” 
won Step Up Women’s Network’s Screenplay competition sponsored by 
Zide/Perry and Fortis Films. Annette is producing 'Mercy' and the 
project is currently in pre-production. 
 
Annette’s second screenplay, “Liberty” is the story of a young girl 
obsessed with the world of pro wrestling. Casting Directors Meg Morman 
and Suny Bolan (Miranda July’s “Me, You and Everyone We Know”) are 
attached to cast and Annette is slated to direct. 
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Tatiana Kelly 
Executive Producer 

During her many years in the ad industry as a marketing director and producer, 
Tatiana worked with clients such as Showtime, ABC, CBS, Lifetime, TNN, & National 
Geographic Channel. She then transitioned into film, producing WRISTCUTTERS: A 
LOVE STORY released by Lionsgate which premiered at Sundance, earned her an 
Independent Spirit nomination, was screened in over thirty film festivals and was an 
eight-time Best Feature winner. She went on to produce HAPPINESS RUNS , 
SMOTHER and DARK YELLOW. She is currently in production on COOLER starring 
Monique Curnen, Sung Kang, Harold Perrineau, Joshua Leonard and Michelle 
Kursiec. She also freelances as a Supervising Producer on MTV’s highest-rated show 

THE HILLS and is currently developing several feature film projects with companies including Mandalay 
Entertainment and Untitled Entertainment, as well as Academy Award-nominated writers such as Robert 
Festinger (IN THE BEDROOM), Tab Murphy (GORILLAS IN THE MIST), Robert Rodat (SAVING 
PRIVATE RYAN).Tatiana is currently on the festival curcuit with several projects including CHRISTINA 
BECK’S feature debut, PERFECTION, THE WORDS starring Bradly Cooper which premiered at 
SUNDANCE, SUNSET STORIES just screened at SXSW and THE PROCESSION starring Lily Tomlin,  
Jessy Tyler Ferguson and Lucy Punch premiering at TRIBECA. Tatiana holds a Master’s degree from the 
London School of Economics and speaks five languages. 

Beth Dewey 
Co-Producer 

Beth Dewey fell in love with filmmaking straight out of high school.  

After college, armed with a Super 8 camera, Dewey documented her then punk rock 
lifestyle in San Fracisco in a collection of vignettes titled, “Super Eighties.” Also 
during that time, she helmed a documentary about strippers and adult performers. 

Drawn to material that is often raw and visceral, Dewey has a love of cinema verite, 
and all that is ironic and sublime. 

 

Rob Poswall 
Co-Producer/Director of Photography 

Robert Poswall not only Produces and Directs, but is an 
award winning Cinematographer.  
 
He recently produced the movie "We are the Mods", this is 
his 5th feature film he has produced. Robert has worked on 
more then ten feature films since starting his career in 
moviemaking.  
Robert and Chris started 400 Blows Pictures in San 
Francisco, April of 2000 but after the big internet bust he 
moved the operations to Los Angeles to work more on 
independent films.  

 
Robert has also worked on a wide range of music videos, from rap to punk rock. His credits include Death 
Angel, The Donnas, Rasco, Julie Plug, E40, Unjust, and More. People describe him as "Fun", "Crazy", and 
"Some one I would trust with my project".  
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
 

While writing the script for PERFECTION I had an opportunity to be a part of a self-
injury support group in Los Angeles. It was from hearing the stories of these women that 
I knew I had to make a film that would provoke conversation on this isolating, painful 
and often dangerous disorder that affects so many people. 
 
A study at Cornell and Princeton Universities said that nearly one in five students have 
purposely injured themselves by cutting, picking, burning or other methods. Another 
study found 10% of 15 to 16 year olds have already self harmed and 80% of them are 
women. This behavior however, is not limited to youth, there are many older women 
and men who suffer in silence and even less information is discussed and known about 
them due to shame and unresolved issues. 
 

 
Writer, Director, and Star of PERFECTION 

Christina Beck 
 
Being an actress and growing up in Los Angeles I have had ample experience with the 
absurd expectations that the media puts on women. Clearly there is something wrong 
when teenage girls go under the knife to get breast implants before their bodies are fully 
developed. Equally disturbing is older women going under the knife for face-lifts, 
liposuction and really what we have is a disconnect from what true beauty is. 

Trust me, I am affected by my ego and struggle to defy gravity and that is a battle I will 
never win. My goal now is to love myself from the inside out and honestly, some days 
are better than others but I’m willing. 

I believe that independent filmmaking offers us the chance to support original thoughts 
and inspire women to question their role models and perhaps find new ones. 
PERFECTION is a feature film about damaged people who risk facing their inner 
demons and find hope, humor, and heal in the process. 

It is my intention that Perfection reach as many people as possible, through theatrical 
distribution, VOD, DVD rentals and sales as well as educational workshops. My hope 
with this movie is to inspire people of all ages to understand that self-love is the first 
step to any kind of recovery and lasting happiness, and that we don’t have to do it alone. 
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PRODUCTION NOTES 
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PRESS 
Media Directions*: “Female Film-making Success” 

 
Director Christina Beck with Photographer Allison Schallert  

INDIE WIRE; “In the Works**: Cutting in “Perfection”  

Brian Brooks and Bryce J. Renninger (August 11, 2010)  

 “Perfection” 
Director/writer/star: Christina Beck 
Other cast: David Melville, Robyn Peterson 

  
“This is a culture where looks are everything. There is this 

inflamed obsession with external beauty here, and I have found it 
insanely fascinating,” writer/director/actress Christina Beck told 
indieWIRE by phone from her home in Los Angeles about her 
feature debut. Tinseltown provided the inspiration for Beck, who 
first appeared as an actress in Penelope Spheeris’ “Suburbia” back  
in the ‘80s and has a few shorts under her belt. Among them was 
2004’s “Slice,” which was originally developed as part of Fox 
Searchlight’s New Directors’ program. The short later screened in 
Cannes and is the inspiration for “Perfection,” currently in post 
production. 

        Robyn Peterson as Sally 
 
The story centers on Kristabelle, who still lives with her mother and cuts herself to “feel alive.” Her 
mother, addicted to plastic surgery, also cuts herself trying to maintain her youth. Through the help of a 
pot-smoking young lover, a newly sober British stand-up comic and Chinese medicine they all “find that 
love can be more than skin deep.” 
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The feature script was nominated Best Screenplay at the IFP film market and then selected for their rough 
cut labs. Beck was subsequently awarded the Adrienne Shelly Female Directing Grant and her film was 
selected for IFP’s 2010 Spotlight Sneak Preview Screening of the Year. 
  
“I’ve met or run into many women who cut themselves or who are into altering themselves massively,” 
said Beck. “I tried to make the script as emotionally truthful as possible.” 
 
“Perfection” has had a relatively long road. Following “Slice,” the IFP caught wind of the feature script in 
2007. “The IFP has been insanely helpful,” noted Beck. That interest proved helpful, culminating in the 
project winning the annual Adrienne Shelly director’s Grant last year. The grant, named after the late 
writer/director/actor Adrienne Shelly, provides an unrestricted cash grant to a female director of IFP’s 
Independent Filmmaker Labs. 
 
“The grant helped with the principal photography,” said Beck who has been shooting the film on 
weekends for over two years. “We never had [much of a] budget and only had five or six people on the 
crew at a time. 
Shooting took place primarily in the San 
Fernando Valley beginning in 2008. Following 
a family death, Beck put the project on hold, 
but resumed last year. 
 
“I’ve had the same hairdo for the past two 
years,” said Beck who plays the title role, 
Kristabelle. “I have an acting background. I 
started out as an actress and went from there 
to writing and directing. I pictured myself in 
that role – it’s how I write…I was happy to 
have myself in the lead role because I was 
always available. Also, the economics of the 
situation made it the way to go.” 
 
Playing the male lead is David Melville who   David Melville as Simon 
 also acted in “Slice.” Melville runs a  
Shakespeare company in Los Angeles and Beck was excited to bring him back for “Perfection.” 
 
“He’s a wonderful actor. I was so happy I could keep David, and God willing, this film will get some 
exposure and he’ll get the acting recognition he deserves.” 
 
Actress Robyn Peterson (“The Sopranos”) plays her mother. Though she is still quite striking, she is no 
longer in that ideal age coveted by the Hollywood machine. “The tricky part of casting this role is that 
actresses who ‘were once beautiful’ can be crazy,” she noted with laughs. “You have to get someone who is 
willing to play along for the whole ride. We met through a mutual friend [after the previous actress had to 
drop out]. She was such a team player and went along doing what was needed to make this little movie 
with very little money.” 
 
Now in the middle of post, “Perfection” will be 87 minutes in length. Beck will be applying to festivals 
where she hopes to debut the feature that has been years in the making. 
 
“It’s a take on how people come to L.A. to be something other than what they really are…It’s a 
comedy…It’s absurd,” said Beck, adding, “We just inched our way into finishing this film. I guess that’s 
how it’s done right now.” 
 
*Sponsored by Sony and in association with Pinewood Studios, Media Directions magazine aims to promote new aspiring 
filmmakers. 
** “In the Works” is a weekly column taking a look at upcoming films, in addition to projects in production. It spotlights films in 
development, as well completed films that are taking creative paths towards distribution and occasionally ventures away from films 
to look at other types of projects, such as interesting new film distribution, funding, or exhibition mechanisms. 
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NEMS Daily Journal: “Two Festivals, One Weekend.” 
by Sheena Barnett (Febuary 2, 2012) 
 

Christina Beck, right, wrote, directed and stars in 
“Perfection,” which will have its world premiere at the 
Oxford Film Festival. David Melville, left, is her co-star. 
(Courtesy) The city of Oxford is spoiling movie buffs and 
music fans with not one, but two festivals next weekend.  
 
The Oxford Film Festival and the Oxford Music Festival 
are full of entertainment, whether it’s documentaries and 
shorts and feature films, or rock, country and blues 
bands… 
 
Making its world premiere is “Perfection,” a feature-
length film written and directed by and starring Christina 
Beck. 
 

“Perfection” is the story of a young woman living in L.A. and dealing with the ideas of love and society’s beauty 
standards. The film deals with a heavy behavioral health issue, but really, Beck said, it’s a romantic comedy. 
 
“(The main character) is so tragic in one way, and she meets up with someone who shows her you don’t have to take 
your life or yourself so seriously, which is such a gift,” Beck said.  
 
The Los Angeles-based writer, director and actress is excited for the film’s world premiere at the Oxford Film 
Festival. 
 
“I’ve never been to the south, so this is a great opportunity,” she said. 
 
 
 
 
Oxford Film Festival Narrative Feature Jury Statement 2012 
 

 
 
“We felt that [Perfection] stood above the rest 
in having a strong, compelling voice, [and] a 
clear perspective…for its solid and honest 
independent vision across production design, 
cinematography, story and performance, and 
for the way in which it showcases a compelling 
new cinematic voice we hope to see more from 
in the future, the jury awards Best Narrative 
Feature to PERFECTION, written, directed, 
and starred in by Christina Beck.” 
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